We propose a novel mechanism for the deoxydehydration (DODH) reaction of glycols catalyzed by a [Bu 4 N][VO 2 (dipic)] complex (dipic= pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate) using triphenylphosphine as a reducing agent. Using density functional theory (DFT) we have confirmed that the preferred sequence of reaction steps involves reduction of the V(V) complex by phosphine, followed by condensation of the glycol into a [VO(dipic)(- (6), which then evolves to the alkene product and the recovery of the catalyst. In contrast to the usually invoked closed-shell mechanism for the latter steps, where 6 suffers a [3+2] retrocycloaddition, we have found that the homolytic cleavage of one of the C-O bonds in 6 is preferred by 12 kcal/mol. The resulting diradical intermediate then collapses to a metallacycle which evolves to the product through an aromatic [2+2] retrocycloaddition. We use this key change in the mechanism to propose ways to design better catalysts for this transformation. The analysis of the mechanisms in both singlet and triplet potential energy surfaces, together with the location of the MECPs between them, showcase this reaction as an interesting example of two-state reactivity.
Introduction
Biomass can become a viable and renewable alternative to the use of fossil oil as fuel or as a source of raw materials for the chemical industry. For this to happen however the products obtained from its processing, mainly polyalcohols, need to be transformed in other compounds that can be incorporated into the existing industrial processes. The most common approach involves deoxygenation or dehydration processes that reduce their content in oxygen, transforming them into more suitable industrial feedstocks. In this context, deoxydehydration (DODH) reactions have become appealing transformations because they preserve functionalization: a glycol yields an alkene, compared with hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) processes in which alkanes are obtained from alcohols. The first chemical approaches (as in opposed to biological alternatives to biomass valorization involving fermentations) rely on the use of heterogeneous catalysts that effect the hydrogenolysis of polyols. The most efficient among them use noble metals to activate hydrogen and tungsten or rhenium as additives, 1 but other systems such as Ni-Cu/Al 2 O 3 have also been used. 2 Homogeneous reactions using rhenium catalysts, for which detailed mechanistic information (computational and experimental) is available, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] are showing great potential in processes ranging from the deoxydehydration of glycols to the deoxygenation of epoxides, alcohols and carbonyl compounds, as does the derivatization of biomass polyols catalyzed by rhodium or iridium complexes. 16 The discovery of the activity of Mo(VI) and V(V) complexes, based on cheaper and more abundant metals, in the DODH of glycols [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] led us to focus on the study of the mechanism of these transformations. These complexes are versatile in terms of manipulation and derivatization, hence the goal is designing more efficient catalytic systems. In this work,
we have studied the mechanism of the deoxydehydration of glycols to alkenes catalyzed by a [Bu 4 N][VO 2 (dipic)] complex (dipic= pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate) using triphenylphosphine as a reducing agent described by Nicholas and Chapman in 2013. 20 The authors propose two alternative paths for this transformation, depending on the ordering of the steps involving the reduction of the catalyst with the phosphine and the coordination of the glycol to the metal center (see Figure 1 ). 20 and Galindo. 25 In path A (red), the glycol is first condensed with the V(V) complex 1, from which an oxygen atom is then transferred to a phosphine, affording V(III) complex 6. In path B (blue) the sequence of these steps is reversed. Both mechanisms converge in 6, which leads to the alkene product through a concerted [3+2] retrocycloaddition.
We decided to organize our analysis of this mechanism using these two generic paths as a scaffold, although this scheme proved to be greatly oversimplified. While preparing this report, a very recent DFT study of this same reaction by Galindo came to our attention. 25 A number of his conclusions are similar to ours, however we find relevant differences in fundamental parts of the mechanism. Galindo uses single point CPCM energies in benzene on gas phase B3LYP/6-311+G* geometries and frequencies to describe two reaction paths, parallel to paths A and B in Figure 1 . For both paths he characterizes triplet minima and transition states when they are lower in energy than their singlet counterparts. In species that precedes the formation of 6 and 6 itself. In path B, the oxygen transfer between 1 and phosphine is the first step, leading to V(III) complex 2. Glycol addition then leads to 6. This path proceeds on the triplet potential energy surface between the [V]-O-PPh 3 species preceding the formation of 2 and 6. The evolution of 6 to the alkene product and regeneration of the catalyst, common to both paths, is considered to proceed through an asynchronous concerted [3+2] retrocycloaddition. Galindo has found in his study that path B is globally lower in energy than path A, with the highest energy barrier in the mechanism corresponding to the alkene extrusion (6 → 1) with an energy of 40.2 kcal/mol relative to the reactants.
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In our analysis of this reaction we find that the mechanism shows significant differences when taking into account solution-phase optimized structures. Moreover, our exploration indicates that the singlet and triplet regions are not as clear cut, with a greater deal of surface hopping, and that the consideration of (di)radical species is key in the formation of the alkene and oxygen transfer processes. The characterization of the minimum energy crossing points (MECPs) between the singlet and triplet surfaces provides interesting information on the spin-crossing events, not addressed in the previous work. In studying these diradical processes, we discover a mechanism in which the formation of a vanadium metallacycle is a key step for the formation of the alkene product from the V(III) complex, which contrasts heavily with the conventionally accepted concerted retrocycloaddition step. With the description of this alternative, the activation barrier of this reaction is significantly lowered, and new possibilities for exploiting these findings through design of better catalysts are opened.
Computational Methods
We have used Density Functional Theory in the Kohn-Sham formulation to optimize the stationary points depicted in Figures 2 and 6 . The unrestricted form of the B3PW91 functional (UB3PW91) 27, 28 has been used together with the Def2-TZVPP basis set. 
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One of the main problems that we have had to deal with during this research is the dirradical character of a significant number of species in the singlet spin potential energy surface. This led to problems with the stability of wavefunctions, due to the mixing with the triplet state, and prompted us to analyze the reaction in both the singlet and triplet potential energy surfaces. This is not an uncommon problem when dealing with structures with diradical character. The Cope reaction is a good example of this phenomenon, where the contribution of diradical components is large at the transition state. [38] [39] [40] Another recent example of the importance of taking into account the dirradical character of relevant transition structures along a mechanism is provided by the study of the isomerization of vinyl allene oxides. 41, 42 The need to check the stability of wavefunctions so that we make sure that it is a real minimum in the function space is as relevant as the more widely recognized need to calculate the hessian with respect to the coordinates to characterize stationary points as minima or transition states. 43 Thus, for all stationary points the stability of the wavefunction has been computed 44 to guarantee that the wavefunctions are minima in the configuration space of the basis used.
For the location of Minimum Energy Crossing Points (MECPs) between the singlet and triplet surfaces, we have used the method described by Harvey, 45 as implemented in the Orca program, 46 using tight convergence criteria and numerical frequencies to ensure that the crossing point found is indeed a minimum. The functional and basis set are the same used all along this work, but we have used COSMO 47 for the simulation of the effect of solvent.
These MECPs, as the minima in the seams between surfaces, provide just an estimation of the region where the surface-hopping takes place and the energy needed to reach it, and thus, of the accesibility of the crossing and the feasibility of the mechanism. Evaluation of the probability of the surface hopping using spin-orbit coupling calculations should be made if more accurate kinetic information were needed about these steps in the mechanism.
The high computational cost of these calculations for a system with such a large number of electrons involved in the key bond formation/breaking processes, precludes their use in this problem.
In order to save computational resources and simplify the potential energy surfaces, thus facilitating geometry optimizations, we have introduced some truncations in the model system. The first is using trimethylphosphine instead of triphenylphosphine as a reductant.
The second is to use ethyleneglycol instead of glycerol, both reducing the number of electrons in the system and the potential complexity of the mechanism in terms of conformations and alternative paths that could lead to regioselectivity. The last aproximation is to use just one water molecule in mediating proton relays when such mechanisms have been considered.
Results and Discussion
As originally proposed by Chapman and Nicholas 20 and confirmed by Galindo, 25 two are the main paths that can be proposed for this transformation, depending on the sequence in which the reduction, glycol coordination and formation of the alkene steps take place (see Figure 1 ). In order to facilitate the presentation and discussion of results, we will follow the same naming convention for the two paths, but we find it more convenient to start with the description of path B.
Path B
In this path a reduction from V(V) complex 1 to V(III) complex 2 through an oxygen transfer to a phosphine is generally proposed. This is a step common to other redox catalytic cycles involving transition metals in high oxidation states, such as rhenium or molybdenum,
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but we found that this description is oversimplified and the mechanism is much more complex than what is often assumed and cannot be described as in Figure 1 . The main difficulty arises from the fact that 1 is clearly a singlet (the triplet lies 73.6 kcal/mol higher in energy) and 2 a triplet (the singlet lies 6.2 kcal/mol higher in energy). Actually not only there is a crossing between the singlet and triplet surfaces between these two points, but also that the two surfaces become quite close in the whole area, leading to a very strong multirreference character of the transition states and intermediates found for this reaction. We propose two different paths for this step, which are depicted in Figure 2 .
The lowest energy alternative, which corresponds to the mechanism described by Galindo (with a barrier of 34.7 kcal/mol) is a stepwise process that generates intermediate 4 through ts1-4 associated to an activation barrier of 30.5 kcal/mol. We were not able to optimize this transition state as a stationary point on the triplet PES, but at this geometry the triplet is 4.1 kcal/mol higher in electronic energy than the singlet. Intermediate 4, however is already more stable in the triplet state, although the difference between singlet and triplet is just 1.3 kcal/mol. Once at this point, it is worth comparing the geometries of structures ts1-4, 4 and the MECP, whose key features (bond distances and NBO bond orders) have been summarized in Table 1 .
We find that in going from 1 to ts1-4, the vanadium-oxygen distance is significantly elongated by 0.276Å, associated with a dramatic decrease in the bond order, from 2.1 to 0.77. At the same time a new phosphorous-oxygen bond is being formed, at a P-O distance of 1.66Å and a bond order of 0.72. This transition state is considerably more advanced A. 51 At the end of this step (structure 4), the V-O bond is further debilitated at 2.04Å
and a bond order of just 0.47, while there is already a strong P-O bond in place, at 1.51
A and 1.02 bond order. These values indicate that the structure of 4 is close to that of a phosphine oxide coordinated to vanadium, since the P-O bond is only slightly shorter in the free O=PMe 3 , at 1.49Å and a bond order of 1.22. There is a strong dirradical character in this structure, both as a singlet and as a triplet. One unpaired electron is localized on the vanadium center, while the second is mainly delocalized over the pyridine ring and on the oxo oxygen (see Figure 3 ). Thus, this step can be described as the attack of the lone pair on the phosphine to the π * V −O , so that in 4 the phosphorous atom displays positive charge (0.63 a.u. vs. 0.07 in free PMe 3 ), the V-O double bond disappears and the bonding between V and N is enhanced with respect to the values found in 1 (the V-N distance and bond order go from 2.14 to 1.94Å and 0.45 to 0.72, respectively). With the data in Table 1 we also confirm that the triplet and singlet surfaces are very close in the region of 4, since not only the difference in energy between 4s and 4t is very small, but also the geometries and bonding patterns of these two stationary points are very close.
Although there are no experimental geometries available for these structures, we have used data from similar systems to support our discussion. the the attack of a new ligand onto the vanadium center assists to expell the phosphine oxide from the coordination sphere of the metal center (ts4-5 in Figure 2 ). Although interesting from a mechanistic point of view, this path is not competitive with the outer-sphere oxygen transfer path that avoids the formation of the V(III) complex 2
The crossing between the singlet and the triplet energy surfaces would take place just before 2 in the inner-sphere (ts1-3-3-ts3-2) path, and in the vicinity of 4 in the preferred mechanism. We have calculated the MECP between the singlet and triplet surfaces in the latter path (MECP1-4), finding, as expected, a structure very close in energy (1.7 kcal/mol higher) and geometry to ts1-4, as can be seen from the data in Table 1 .
Irrespective of whether the oxygen transfer mechanism leads to 2 or 4, the coordination of the first oxygen of the glycol proceeds, as described by Galindo, on the triplet surface,
anti to the nitrogen, with the concerted transfer of the alcohol proton to the oxo group. We proposed a proton relay mechanism mediated by one water molecule, which can serve as a proxy of water in the reactive mixture (the alcohols obtained by processing of biomass are often mixed with some water) or another glycol molecule. We found that this relay leads to a lowering of the reaction barrier by 3.4 kcal/mol in the case of ts2-5 and a raising of it by 0.9 kcal/mol in ts4-5. In ts4-5, it is the increase in coordination of vanadium upon complexation of the alcohol that leads to the expulsion of the phosphine oxide. Here is the point where our mechanistic proposal drastically differs from that of Galindo.
All pathways in the generic
While he proposes a concerted [3+2] retrocycloaddition singlet transition state for the formation of the alkene from 6, with a barrier of 45.1 kcal/mol (40.2 kcal/mol over the reference of energies) we find that the reaction proceeds through a radical mechanism instead. In Figure 4 we show three dimensional structures of the main stationary points discussed in this section, including key geometric parameters.
The V(III) intermediate 6, significantly more stable as a triplet, can evolve through either the singlet or the triplet potential energy surfaces. In the first case, we find ts6-1, a concerted transition state that directly leads to the ethylene and recovery of the V(V) catalyst 1. The barrier associated to this path is 46.1 kcal/mol (with a free energy 24.6 kcal/mol over the reference), similar to that found by Galindo. As ts6-1 has been found as a stationary point only on the singlet potential energy surface, we have looked for the MECP between the singlet and triplet surfaces in the region between 6 and ts6-1. We have found that the structure of MECP6-1 is very close to that of 6, with V-O bonds sligthly shorter and C-O bonds slightly larger (see Table 1 ). The high activation energy of this transition state (ts6-1), and the associated antiaromatic character, as determined by a NICS(0) value of 9.1 ppm, (see Figure 7 ) made us to look for an alternative path.
This alternative path involves transition state ts6-7, still on the triplet surface, where only one of the C-O bonds is being broken, leading to the dirradical structure 7. Although the barrier corresponding to this reaction is quite high, at 34.1 kcal/mol, ts6-7 is only 12.5 kcal/mol more energetic than the reference, making it quite accesible. The difference of 12 kcal/mol and the avoidance of a spin-crossing event, clearly marks this as the preferred path.
The crossing between the triplet and singlet surfaces is expected to be in the region around 7, since the singlet and triplet dirradicals are very close in energy (the singlet is only 0.3 kcal/mol more energetic than the triplet). In fact, MECP7-8 displays a geometry very close to that of 7, with just a slight shortening of the remaining V-O bond (by less than 0.02Å) and a lengthening of the remaining C-O bond (by 0.04Å). The energy of this point is just 0.7 kcal/mol higher than that of 7.
A second transition state, still on the triplet surface (ts7-1), directly transforms 7 into ethylene and 1 by breaking the remaining C-O bond through a barrier of 32.7 kcal/mol. As a result, we could consider that the asynchronicity of the concerted transition state found on the singlet PES (ts6-1) becomes a stepwise path on the triplet PES: first breaking the longer C-O bond and afterwards breaking the remaining C-O bond after the formation of a diradical intermediate. Conversely, we could consider that the two transition structures found on the triplet PES coalesce into just one (the asynchronicity would be a reflection of this hidden second TS) when on the singlet PES.
In this context the difference in energy between the two mechanisms is not significant, with ts7-1 being just 2.1 kcal/mol higher in energy than ts6-1, although the concerted path would be slightly preferred. However, we propose a third mechanism that results in a much lower barrier for the formation of the product (15.6 kcal/mol lower than ts7-1).
Once intermediate 7 has been formed (ts6-7 is 12.1 kcal/mol more stable than the alternative ts6-1), a rotation of the remaining O-C bond, makes this dirradical collapse to the metallacycle 8 in the singlet surface (the closed structure does not correspond to a minimum in the triplet surface). There are two isomers of this structure, depending on whether the carbon (8-b) or the oxygen (8) are trans to the nitrogen in this octahedral complex. The former is more stable than the latter by 6.7 kcal/mol, as expected from the trans series, an effect that is also reflected in the difference in the barriers for the alkene formation from these two metallacycles through a [2+2] retrocycloaddition reaction.
Oxo groups, as strong σ and π donors have one of the strongest structural trans effects in octahedral complexes, 56 and an R − ligand, as a better σ donor usually displays a stronger trans effect than a OH − . Thus, 8-b, with the V-C bond avoiding the coordination site trans to the oxo group, is more stable than its isomer 8. The labilization of the site trans to the oxo group, makes ts8-1, in which the breaking V-C bond occupies this position, more favorable than ts8-1-b, in which a new oxo group is being generated at this site (the geometry at the latter transition state is quite distorted to avoid two oxo groups trans to each other). Thus, we propose that the reaction proceeds from 7 to 8 and then through a very low barrier of 2.7 kcal/mol ts8-1 to the final product and the original V(V) catalyst. The formation of the more stable intermediate 8-b, although faster than the formation of its isomer, would be a dead end, reverting to 7 instead of crossing the 16.2 kcal/mol barrier to the final product.
Looking at the free energy profile of this mechanism (See Figure 5) , we identify the oxygen transfer between 1 and phosphine with a barrier of 30.5 kcal/mol, and lying 30.5 kcal/mol Table 2 : NBO bond orders and bond distances (inÅ) of key structures in the alkene formation steps in path B. A "t" on the name of the structure indicates the stationary point optimized on the triplet surface, while a "s" denotes the corresponding singlet. over the separated reactants in energy as a potential rate-limiting step. In contrast, the strength of the P-O bond in phosphine oxide, makes ts6-7t and ts8-1 at 12.5 and 11.1 kcal/mol, respectively lower in energy than the reactants, although the activation barrier for the first C-O bond breaking is larger than for the oxygen transfer, at 34.1 kcal/mol. To elucidate which barrier is going to affect the kinetics of the reaction the most, something needed to devise ways to improve the catalyst, we have applied the energetic span model 57, 58 to the radical mechanism we propose as preferred for this transformation: 1-4t-5t-6t-7t-
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We have neglected any assumption about the probability of the surface hops, and used the lowest energy structure (be it either in the triplet or the singlet potential energy surface)
for every minimum or transition state along the path. As a result, all spin-crossings along the mechanism are considered to proceed without any kind of energy penalty or delay. In this framework, the TOF-determining transition state is found to be ts6-7, with 6 as the kcal/mol), and further differentiates this TS from the concerted alternative (ts6-1) lying 15.3 kcal/mol higher in energy. As a result, it is expected that this reaction will be more favorable with longer diol chains, more interesting substrates, from an industrial point of view, than the simple model used in this paper.
This success prompted us to propose a modification of the catalyst that would stabilize the radical on the metal center, which would be a first step in the design of a better catalyst for this transformation. Replacement of the oxygens coordinated to vanadium in the dipicolinate ligand by sulfur atoms, known to stabilize radicals on transition metal complexes 59 led to a barrier of just 23.0 kcal/mol for triplet ts6-7, the rate determining step in the mechanism.
The concerted alternative on the singlet surface (ts6-1) is no longer a transition state in this system, and becomes a second order saddle point 14.6 kcal/mol higher in energy than ts6-7. Calculation of ts1-4, which can take over as the rate-determining step for this sulfursubstituted system if the barrier associated to ts6-7 is lowered, led us to a barrier of 27.1 kcal/mol for the most costly step in the oxygen transfer between vanadium and phosphine, also reduced with respect to the barrier corresponding to the parent system (30.5 kcal/mol).
Thus, replacing the oxygen atoms on the vanadium catalyst by sulfurs could be a good way of experimentally testing the soundness of our mechanistic proposal. Other alternatives could involve the use of radical scavengers that would hinder the formation or evolution of intermediate 7. Figure 2 : Proposed mechanisms for path B. Most structures depicted have been calculated in both the triplet (energies in red) and singlet (in black) potential energy surfaces. Gibbs free energies (all values are in kcal/mol) are provided with respect to singlet 1, ethyleneglycol, water and phosphine. Activation free energies (in parentheses) are calculated with respect to the previous lowest energy minima, irrespective of their spin state. The structures colored in red are those for which the most stable spin state is the triplet. In the case of 7 a mix of colors has been used to make it clear that for this dirradical, singlet and triplet states are almost degenerate. 
Path A
This path starts with the condensation of the glycol on the V(V) catalyst 1 (see Figure 6 ).
The mechanism for this condensation is analogous to that described by Galindo: a first concerted transition state where the V-O bond is formed at the same time the proton jumps from the alcohol to one of the oxo groups on the metal center. Two trajectories have been analyzed for the attack of the alcohol, both resulting in the formation of an octahedral complex: 1) perpendicular to the chelate ligand plane, and trans to an oxo group, so that the oxo group receiving the proton is trans to the nitrogen (ts1-9), and 2) trans to the nitrogen, so that the oxo receiving the proton is perpendicular to the plane of the chelate (ts1-9-b).
In this second case, some conformations can generate a hydrogen bond between the nonreacting hydroxyl group of the glycol and the second oxo ligand on vanadium, but the extra stabilization provided by this hydrogen bond does not compensate the penalty of attacking trans to the nitrogen, and the lowest barrier found is still 8.9 kcal/mol larger than the 26.9 kcal/mol corresponding to ts1-9. This step leads to hexacoordinated complex 9, lying 24.0 kcal/mol higher in energy than the separated reactants (See Supporting Information for the structures).
The coordination of the second hydroxy group to the vanadium proceeds via a similar transition state where the V-O bond formation, proton transfer and departure of the newly formed water molecule happen in concert. We were not able to locate a minimum in the potential energy surface where water is coordinated to 10, the product of this step. Surprisingly, the invocation of a proton relay mechanism involving one water molecule does not lower the barrier of this step, but makes it larger instead (18.7 kcal/mol). In parallel to what we observed in Path B, the barrier for this V-O bond formation is lower than the first (12.3 vs. 26.9 kcal/mol, although this is attribuable to the instability of intermediate 9,
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.0 kcal/mol higher in energy than the separate reactants). Intermediate 10 is more stable than 9, at 12.6 kcal/mol, probably due to a chelate effect.
Once the condensation of the glycol on the V(V) complex has been achieved, this V(V) Despite not being competitive, this path is worth studying, since it provides interesting information on the effect of the coordination number and oxidation state of the metal on the reactions involved in the oxygen transfer between vanadium and phosphorous and on the alkene extrussion. Again on complex 11, as we did on 4, we find that the cleavage of phosphine oxide from vanadium is not trivial (we were not able to locate a transition state for this reaction, and the energy continuously rises as the V-O distance increases. As a result, although the mechanism for the alkene extrussion is similar in paths A and B, these two paths don't converge in structure 6, as proposed by Galindo.
After 11, one of the C-O bonds is cleaved through ts11-12, to provide diradical triplet 12. In this step O=PPMe 3 is still coordinated to the vanadium center. We have found that the cleavage of the C-O bond anti to the nitrogen is slightly preferred (0.2 kcal/mol) to the cleavage of the C-O bond anti to the phosphine oxide, but the two branches of the path thus opened readily converge as the resultant diradical collapses to metallacycle 13 through a transition state (ts12-13) with an activation barrier of 10.8 kcal/mol. 60 Intermediate 13
evolves then through ts13-14 to the alkene and the V(V) compound 14. And it is only on the last step of the reaction (ts14-1), after the alkene has been formed, that the nucleophilic attack of the dangling carboxylate displaces the phosphine oxide ligand from the metal center.
Interestingly, the NICS on points along a line perpendicular to the center of the C-C-O-V ring, show the strong aromatic character of ts13-14, which compares well to that found for ts8-1-b in path B (see Figure 7) . Thus, we can describe these two steps in the mechanism as a [2+2] retrocycloadditions. These reactions, only allowed in an antara/supra approach in organic systems, can proceed through a non-twisted transition state in organometallic metallacycles, since an allowed, 4-π electron, Möbius system is achieved through the extra node in the d orbital of the metal center that is forming the new V-O double bond in the product. The main difference between these two transition structures and ts8-1 in path B, which does not display aromatic character (see Figure 7) , is the permanence in the latter of the 
Conclusions
In this work, we find that, as already proposed by Galindo, 25 the DODH of glycols catalyzed by a [VO 2 (dipic)] − complex using a phosphine as a reducing agent proceeds through a mechanism involving the initial reduction of the V(V) catalyst to V(III) by the phosphine, followed by condensation of the glycol and further formation of the alkene product (path B). A reaction path where the order of the condensation and reduction steps is reversed (path A), has been found to be non-competitive.
In contrast with previous reports, however, we have found a stepwise alternative to the antiaromatic [3+2] concerted retrocycloaddition commonly thought to connect the V(III)-glycol complex 6 into the alkene product. This path is considerably lower in energy (by 12.1 kcal/mol) than the concerted alternative and involves the formation of diradical 7 and its collapse to a metallacycle with a direct C-V bond, which then evolves through an aromatic
[2+2] retrocycloaddition, allowed by the intervention of the d orbitals on the metal center.
We have found that the TOF-determining step of the mechanism is the cleavage of the O-C bond in 6 to form dirradical 7 and we propose as a result the use of sulfur ligands on the vanadium center as a potential improvement of the catalytic system.
We describe the mechanism of this transformation as an example of two-state reactivity, where the system travels along the singlet and triplet potential energy surfaces and have characterized the MECPs in the seams between where the two surfaces cross along the mechanism.
Together with that, we have explored alternative mechanisms to the reduction of the V(V) complex by phosphines (both before, in path B, and after, in path A, condensation of the glycol has taken place) that share interesting features that provide a better understanding of V(III)/V(V) cycles, which could be potentially exploited in the design of other oxygen transfer processes (see Figure 2 ).
The main results of this study are summarized in the reaction profile in Figure 5 , where we have used transparency to represent higher energy alternatives to the proposed mechanism 
O=PMe 3
The mechanism of the [VO 2 (dipic)] − catalyzed DODH of glycols using PMe 3 as a reductant has been shown to proceed through a radical mechanism after the initial V(V)/V(III) reduction and glycol condensation, with an energetic span 12 kcal/mol lower than that of the usually accepted concerted alternative.
